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1 INTRODUCTION 

This policy has been developed to ensure preservation of the integrity and 

independence of NET's Assessments of Occupational Competence (AOC)/End Point 

Assessments (EPA) by addressing conflicts of interest for all those involved in operation 

of the AOC/EPA. 

In order to preserve the independence and integrity of the AOC/EPA, the NET licence 

permitting centres to deliver its AOCs/EPAs requires each and every centre to employ 

staff who have no involvement with the delivery of the training or the On-Programme 

Assessment to the candidate that the AOC/EPA assesses.  

NET recognise that incidents may arise where members of the centre staff find 

themselves facing a conflict of interest that could interfere with or undermine the 

independence and integrity of the AOC/EPA. It is a requirement of the NET licence that 

any such concerns are immediately flagged to NET. This policy outlines how these will 

be managed.  

2 DEFINITION 

NET defines a conflict of interest as:  

'An instance where the interests of an individual (a) working on behalf of NET, (b) 

representing an organisation within the NET structure or (c) representing NET in any 

capacity conflict with the outcome of an AOC/EPA and could bring the result of the 

AOC/EPA and NET into disrepute'. 

Examples of this would be: 

 if a candidate sitting a NET AOC/EPA was related or known to a member of staff at the 

centre where they are due to sit their AOC/EPA, as this might call into question the 

result of their assessment.   

an assessor for the NET AOC/EPA has been involved in the training or assessing of the 

candidate sitting the AOC/EPA at any time. 

3 POLICY 

If an individual as defined in section 2 is aware of a conflict or potential conflict of 

interest, they should inform NET immediately.  

NET will confirm the facts and will then decide on an appropriate course of action. 

During this period the individual(s) concerned will be suspended on the NET MMS from 

undertaking any assessment activity  



Members of centre staff who do not declare a conflict of interest will be in breach of 

NET's operational Licence. This will result in the centre being immediately suspended 

from undertaking any NET AOC/EPAs until the results of an investigation. The result of 

the investigation could result in banning the staff member or centre from running any 

NET AOC/EPAs permanently.  

4 CONTACT US   

If you have any queries about the contents of this policy, please contact NET on 0207 

250 8510 or via email to info@netservices.org.uk or submit in writing to NET, CAN 

Mezzanine, 49-51 East Road, London, N1 6AH   

5 ABOUT NET    

National Electrotechnical Training (NET) is an independent charity (Registered charity 

number: 1068863), which provides End Point Assessments for apprenticeship 

standards and assessments of occupational competence (AOC) in support of industry 

recognised qualifications utilised by the electrical installation, electrical maintenance and 

electrical engineering industries throughout the UK.    

More information about NET and its activities can be found on our website, 

www.netservices.org.uk    

6 EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES    

We are fully compliant with equal opportunities legislation and this is reflected in all 

activities under our control and in our published material.  A copy of our equal 

opportunities policy statement is available on our website.   
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